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Q: Read lines from.txt file and add each as a new variable I have a.txt file full of data like this: 12341112_1_1_1_1.csv,
12341112_1_1_1_2.csv, 12341112_1_1_1_3.csv 12341112_1_2_1_1.csv, 12341112_1_2_1_2.csv, 12341112_1_2_1_3.csv
12341112_1_3_1_1.csv, 12341112_1_3_1_2.csv, 12341112_1_3_1_3.csv 12341112_1_4_1_1.csv, 12341112_1_4_1_2.csv,
12341112_1_4_1_3.csv And I need to loop through each line, pull out the first 6 digits after the "_" and add that into a variable then
do the same for the next line, etc... I cannot for the life of me figure this out, I have a script for part of it but I am at a loss as to how
I can pull each line. echo "Press Enter to continue..." read continue cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep -v '^cpu(number|mhz)$' | while IFS=','
read -r -d '' INT; do echo $INT done Thanks! A: Use cut: $ cat tst.sh #!/bin/bash # while IFS=, read -r -d '' INT; do echo "$INT"
done 82138339de
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